My thesis depicts the college of The Company of Jesus in Klatovy during barocco and lays the emphasis on education activity of this order. First Chapter describes the most important moments of Saint Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the order and it also gives notice about the first years of order’s existence. The second Chapter comprises the brief commentary on the works of Saint Ignatius - “Spiritual Exercises” (Chapter 4.1.) and “Constitutions” (Chapter 4.2.). At the same time this chapter clarifies the spiritual principles and illustrates in detail the principal field of order’s activity (from Chapter 4.3. to Chapter 4.7.). The third Chapter attends to describe the first part of main thema – Jesuit pedagogy (Chapter 5). This finally work carries on brief description of the situation in Bohemia and in the region of Klatovy after the arrival of Jesuits to Klatovy (Chapter 6). The activity of Jesuits in Klatovy can serve as a visual example of the order’s influence on the development of certain towns in Bohemia and Moravia. The last chapter briefly features the history of college and important persons who worked there as Albert Chanovský (Chapter 7.2.) and Bohuslav Balbín (7.5.). In the attachments you can also find the photographs of described places and images.